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Hon. Lily D’Ambrosio 
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change 
30 June 2017 
 
Dear Minister, 
 
With regard to Koala deaths from logging operations, we wish to emphasize that this issue is 
widespread and that the high-profile Acheron Valley case is just the tip of the iceberg. 

Koalas are common inhabitants of extensive forest areas throughout Victoria, including the 
Strathbogie Ranges, which is one of Victoria’s Koala strongholds (map attached).  

Koalas have zero formal protection in Vicforests’ logging zones. Vicforests’ current Koala 
Management guidelines are outrageously unprofessional and inadequate for purpose (detailed 
below). 

We feel it incumbent on the Victorian Government to ensure that Koalas receive increased 
protection in State Forest and particularly within timber production zones. Being a large 
arboreal mammal with low fecundity, it takes Koalas many years to recover from a 
population crash. Koalas may not be a threatened species yet, but continued habitat 
destruction may well get them there.  

In September 2016, prior to the start of logging in Parlour’s Creek coupe in the Strathbogie 
Ranges, we detected Koalas in the coupe (http://tiny.cc/62t2ly, pic below) and promptly 
notified DELWP and Vicforests. Vicforests’ own surveys had not detected any Koalas in the 
coupe. Neither agency took any direct action to mitigate likely Koala deaths.  

Minister, when Koalas are impacted by a logging operation, it’s invariably the politicians that 
get the blame; redressing this is straightforward. 

The Strathbogie Sustainable Forests Group and the Euroa Environment Group call on you, as 
Minister for the Environment, to put in place detection-based protection prescriptions for 
Koalas in State Forest. Vicforests’ guidelines represent a clear conflict of interest and it is 
simply inadequate to rely on either Vicforests or their contractors to implement Koala 
management in Victoria’s State Forests. 

We congratulate you on the publication of ‘Protecting Victoria’s Environment – Biodiversity 
2037’ and note that many statements in the Plan endorse increased community input into 
developing protections for Koalas in State Forest, such as: 

Priority 13. Support and enable community groups, Traditional Owners, non-
government organisations and sections of government to participate in 
biodiversity response planning.  

We look forward to your response to this emotional, yet key biodiversity management issue. 

Sincerely, 

 

Bertram Lobert, for Strathbogie Sustainable Forests Group 

Shirley Saywell, for Euroa Environment Group 

c/ Bertram Lobert 
164 Steens Rd, Boho South 3669. 
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One of the several Koalas detected in Parlour’s Creek coupe prior to the onset of logging.  
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Vicforests’ Koala management guidelines rely on two things: 

1. That Koalas in tall forests can be reliably and effectively detected. 

2. That the contractor logging the forests is suitably skilled, qualified and has the incentive to 
detect Koala sign and then interpret what it means. 

Let’s examine the assumptions. 

1. Can Koalas be located in tall forests? 

Finding Koalas in the canopy of a tall forest is always difficult, whether it’s daytime or night; the most 
skilled observer will always miss some. The taller the trees, the harder the task and the greater the 
likelihood of error. To add to the difficulty, tree canopies in forests are usually at least partly obscured 
by other trees, leaves and branches – not like the roadside tree in this pic. In short, it’s impossible to 
assess anything more than presence/absence of Koalas in tall forests – as VicForests’ survey has 
shown. 

Then there’s the Koala scat survey. Koala scats are about 15 mm long, 8 mm thick and look a little bit 
like leaf litter. Here are images of Koala scats and the forest where Conservation Biologists and 
logging contractors are supposed to look. What chance? 

Then, once you’ve found a few scats (but you can’t find the Koala because it moved trees a couple of 
days ago), what do you conclude? A. That there was a Koala in the overhanging tree some time in the 
last little while. Q. Where is the Koala now? A. Who knows – it could be 15 m away, or 200 m away. 

2. Should logging contractors be expected to double as Conservation Biologists? 

The survey protocol stipulates that the initial coupe survey be conducted by a Conservation Biologist. 
Then, the just-as-important follow-up searching, that could lead to protection of the Koalas during 
logging, is left to forest workers that have no training (nor should they be expected to) in Koala survey 
and monitoring, let alone Conservation Biology. There is a clear conflict of interest at the heart of these 
guidelines; finding Koalas in a coupe imposes a financial penalty on contractor.  

VicForests’ Koala Management Guidelines fail to assess the very real risk of non-detection and 
abrogate their own responsibility for detecting and managing Koalas, to the logging contractor. 
This is a clear failure of policy and implementation. 

In our opinion, Vicforests’ Koala Management guidelines are seriously flawed.  

 

 
 

 


